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Chapter 3
Bars in large scale structures at
z=0.11 ± 0.02

ABSTRACT ∗

We study the environmental dependencies, i.e. occurrence and size, of strong
(ε > 0.4), large bars (semi-major axis abar > 3.6 kpc) in MI > M∗I + 0.8 mag.

disk-dominated galaxies in a region of size 120 x 30 x 7.5 Mpc, at z=0.11, which
contains six Abell clusters. We use a well-defined ground based dataset of 4 square
degrees of I-band imaging, containing 173 disk-dominated galaxies located in large

scale structures at z=0.11± 0.02. The bar detections are done using well known ellipse
fitting techniques. Results: large, strong bars in spiral galaxies are slightly more

common in higher density areas (0.31± 0.06) than in field regions (0.18± 0.06). High
density regions also tend to contain larger bars, which is due to the larger dispersion
of bar sizes in these regions compared to low-density regions. These environmental
differences are naturally explained when cluster specific physical processes are taken

into account, like ram-pressure stripping and harassment. Strong large bars in
galaxies without any visible spiral structure (i.e. S0s) are far less common compared
to bars in spiral galaxies (fraction 0.07± 0.03 vs. fraction 0.26± 0.04). Harassment,

applied to our massive galaxies, likely explains this effect. Compared with
higher-redshift bar fractions, we find no significant evidence for evolution of the bar

fraction. Since galaxy fractions of lower mass S0s and spirals differ at different
redshifts, care should be taken when comparing bar fractions using a combined sample

containing lower mass disk-dominated galaxies.

3.1 Introduction
A majority of disk-dominated galaxies have central bars (Eskridge et al. 2000). Early
simulations have shown that bars form spontaneously in dynamically-cold pure stellar
disks (Hohl 1971; Kalnajs 1972; Sellwood 1981), but also after mergers and encounters
(Byrd et al. 1986; Noguchi 1987; Gerin et al. 1990). Interactions can strengthen bars
∗ Authors: G.Sikkema, R.F. Peletier & E.A.Valentijn (in prep.)
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which are already present (Berentzen et al. 2004). The evolution or (in)stability of
bars depends on the redistribution of angular momentum in the bar region: relative
massive dark matter halos with respect to the disk seem to favour bar stability (Combes
& Sanders 1981; Athanassoula & Misiriotis 2002; Athanassoula et al. 2005; Holley-
Bockelmann et al. 2005). The observation of larger sized bars in earlier type disk
galaxies supports this notion (Elmegreen & Elmegreen 1985; Erwin 2005). Destruction
of bars is encouraged by central mass concentrations (CMCs) (Norman et al. 1996;
Friedli & Benz 1993; Athanassoula et al. 2005). The availability of gas in the bar regions
may also weaken or destroy bars (Bournaud & Combes 2002), even in the presence of
a massive halo (Berentzen et al. 2007). On the other hand, external gas accretion
from intergalactic filaments is a prerequisite for bar growth (Block et al. 2002; Combes
2007). Observational evidence for external gas accretion in (isolated) disk galaxies is
numerous (Richter & Sancisi 1994; Zaritsky & Rix 1997; Varela et al. 2004; Sancisi
et al. (2008) and references therein). Considering all these bar evolution processes,
a bar-cycle scenario can be imagined, where several bar destruction and resurrection
episodes can change the appearance of disk galaxies during their lifetime (Bournaud &
Combes 2002; Combes 2007). Such a scenario implies that each subsequent bar will
increase in size and will have a slower angular rotation speed (Combes 2007). This is
supported by the presence of larger sized bars in earlier type disk galaxies (Elmegreen &
Elmegreen 1985; Erwin 2005). The bar-cycle scenario may also explain the presence and
properties of ’pseudo-bulges’, which seem to be related to bars (Kormendy & Kennicutt
2004). Matter redistribution caused by a bar might give an explanation for the presence
of so-called truncations, a sudden downwards break in the exponential profile, seen in
many disk galaxies (van der Kruit 1979; Pohlen & Trujillo 2006). Evolution of bar sizes
and bar presence is still a matter of debate. Sheth et al. (2008) do show significant
evolution in the last few Gyr. Jogee et al. (2004) and Barazza et al. (2008) do not find
any evolutionary trend in the bar fraction.
Comparing the properties of barred galaxies in different environments, like in clusters
and in the field with their different galaxy densities, may give more important insight in
the various formation and destruction processes of bars. Many disk galaxies near centres
of clusters have seen their gas removed by processes like ram-pressure stripping (Gunn
& Gott 1972) or starvation (Larson et al. 1980; Bekki et al. 2002), which might change
bar occurrences and properties. Interactions in higher density areas may encourage bar
formation. On the other hand, the higher density of galaxies in clusters will heat up disks
through harassment (Moore et al. 1996), possibly destroying bars in time. Probably,
an interplay of processes will occur, but which process is most important is unclear at
the moment. Currently, there is even no consensus about bar occurrence in different
environments. Thompson (1981) and Andersen (1996), found an increasing bar fraction
towards the central regions of the Coma and Virgo cluster. These studies are at odds
with a more recent study of van den Bergh (2002), who did not find any correlation
(field 25 ± 3% vs cluster 28 ± 3%). Another study found somewhat larger bars in
early-type disks in Virgo, however, not at high significance (Erwin 2005). Finally, the
presence of bars in S0s may give important clues about the origin of S0s. If these S0s
have evolved from spirals, bar frequencies in S0s may give important insight into their
past.
In this chapter, we analyse the occurrence and properties of large bars (semi-major axis
abar > 3.6 kpc) in disk-dominated galaxies in a large scale structure (120 x 30 x 7.5
Mpc) at z=0.11, containing six Abell clusters. The properties of the disk galaxies in
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this area were already presented in the previous chapter. We determine occurrence, size
and strength of large bars in this region and analyse correlations with galaxy density
and other galactic properties. Section 2 discusses the data and the techniques used to
find bars. The results are presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the implications
of our findings. Section 5 summarises all our results and gives some future prospects.

3.2 Data Analysis
The data used throughout this chapter are described in detail in Chapter 2. Here, a
brief summary is given. Using the Wide Field Imager on the 2.2m telescope at La Silla,
a field of view comprising four square degrees, was observed in the I band near the
South Galactic Pole, covering the Abell clusters 2798, 2801, 2804, 2811, 2814, 2829 and
all regions in between at z ≈ 0.11 ± 0.02. The observations have a stable seeing, with
a PSF of about 0.8 arcsec and reach a surface brightness limit of µ ≈ 25 mag arcsec2.
Chapter 2 presents several galaxy-subsamples, depending on magnitude limit, density
and availability of redshift data. In this chapter, only the disk-dominated galaxies within
the 3D sample are used. The 3D sample is defined (see Chapter 2) as all galaxies below
I=17.3 (corresponding to MI = −20.8 at z=0.11) which have redshift data available.
The redshift data ensure a reliable local galaxy density estimate (see Chapter 2). The
disk-dominated galaxies consist of all galaxies with inclination lower than 60 degrees
and are divided into two subclasses. The ’spiral class’: 97 galaxies, which have (spiral)
structure as seen by the eye; 91% of these galaxies have a Sérsic index < 2.5. The second
class, the ’S0 class’ with 76 galaxies within the 3D sample, consists of all galaxies without
spiral structure but with a disk component with Sérsic index < 2.5. For all galaxies
used throughout this chapter, many galactic structural parameters were calculated in
Chapter 2. These parameters were derived from thumbnail images, extracted from the
wide field images. In this Chapter we will use the following parameters: global colour
V-I, colour gradient ∆(V-I), D23 (semi-major axis where the galaxy reaches µ = 23 mag
arcsec−2) and star formation parameter η as provided by the 2dFGRS survey (Colless
et al. 2001).

3.2.1 Detection of bars
To detect the bars, the ellipse fitting package GALPHOT (Jørgensen et al. 1992) was
applied to the thumbnail I-band images of the disk-dominated galaxies. Other sources
present in the thumbnail images were masked using the SEGMENTATION image of
SExtractor as described in Chapter 2. Detection of bars was done by analysing the
results of a free ellipse fit. This method is used and described extensively in the literature
(Wozniak et al. 1995; Peletier et al. 1999b; Jogee et al. 2004; Menéndez-Delmestre et al.
2007; Barazza et al. 2008; Sheth et al. 2008). Here we follow exactly the method and
definition of Jogee et al. to define and detect strong bars. They used the following
criteria to detect bars: going outwards from the centre of the galaxy, the ellipticity
should drop suddenly by at least 0.1 from its maximum. At the same time, the position
angle should change by at least 10 degrees. The radius, at which this rapid change
occurs, is defined as the bar radius. An example of a bar detection using these methods
is shown in Figure 3.1. In addition, an additional criterion was used to select bars:
we want to avoid spatial selection effects due to small variations in the shape of the
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Figure 3.1: Example of a bar detection using a free ellipse fit. The ellipticity (lower
panel) has a maximum above 0.4 at radius of 2 arcsec. When the ellipticity drops from
its maximum value, the position angle changes by at least 10 degrees.

PSF, observed from the ground: we only extract bars, which have a minor axis larger
than 3 times the σPSF of about 0.38 arcsec which amounts to 1.14 arcsec. For strong
bars, with ellipticities larger than 0.4, this translates to bars having abar larger than
3.6 kpc at z=0.11. We also measure the bar strength, which is defined as the maximum
ellipticity of the bar. Our definition of the bar fraction among a galaxy sample, used
throughout this paper, is then defined as:

f = #(bars in galaxy sample)/#(galaxies in sample) (3.1)

, with a bar being defined as having at least a maximum bar strength of 0.4 and a
minimum semi-major axis of 3.6 kpc.
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Figure 3.2: Normalised bar radius (i.e. bar radius/D23 of galaxy) vs. density (left)
and I band magnitude (right). Triangles and circles are spiral galaxies in low and high
density areas respectively. Crosses and squares are S0 galaxies in low and high density
areas respectively.

Figure 3.3: Normalised bar radius (i.e. bar radius/D23 of galaxy) vs. galaxy colour
V-I (left) and V-I colour gradient (right). Description of data points, see Fig. 3.2
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Bars
Type Low Density High Density
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Spiral Galaxies 39 58
Barred 7 0.18 ± 0.06 18 0.31± 0.06
S0s 17 59

Barred 1 0.06 ±0.06 4 0.07 ±0.03
All 56 117

Barred 8 0.14 ± 0.05 22 0.19 ± 0.04

Table 3.1: Bar fractions in spiral, S0 and all galaxies in the field and in high density
regions.

Figure 3.4: Bar strength vs.2dF star forming indicator ν (left) and density (right).
Description of points see caption Figure 3.2

3.3 Results
Using the 3D galaxy sample, four density regimes were defined in Chapter 2, based on
redshift information. These (projected) densities were calculated by summing the 5th
nearest neighbour projected densities in cylinders with depth 2000 km/s and radius 2
Mpc. Because of the low numbers of disk galaxies and S0s, we narrow the four density
regimes down to two density areas by combining density regimes 1 and 2 (these are
’field’ and cluster transition areas (> several virial radii) respectively) to form the ’low
density’ area, while density regimes 3 and 4 are combined to form the ’high density’
area (i.e. regions with densities between zero and a few virial radii).

3.3.1 Bars
The upper part of Table 1 shows a summary of the statistics for barred spiral galaxies
in low and high density areas. It shows that bars in spiral galaxies appear to be more
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common in the high density areas (0.31 ± 0.06) than low density areas (0.18 ± 0.06).
This is in agreement with a recent result of Barazza et al. (2009), who, however, do not
mention error percentages. Our findings also agree with the results of Thompson (1981)
and Andersen (1996), who find increasing overall bar fractions towards the Coma and
Virgo cluster central regions, but is at odds a more recent study van den Bergh (2002),
who did not find any correlation.

Our results also imply that, overall, strong bars are far less common in S0 type
galaxies (global S0 bar fraction 0.07 ± 0.03 vs. global spiral bar fraction 0.26 ± 0.04).
This in agreement the work of Erwin (2005), who examined bars in spirals and S0’s. The
overall bar fraction of all disks (S0s + spirals) is 0.18 ± 0.03 All errors were calculated
using:

∆N = (f(1− f)/N)0.5 (3.2)

with f the bar fraction and N the number of galaxies.
In Fig 3.2 and Fig 3.3, we plot the normalised bar radius and bar strength versus

various galactic parameters (see Chapter 2). The normalised bar radius is calculated
by dividing the bar radius by the galaxy radius at the point where the I band surface
brightness reaches 23.0 magnitude per arcsec2 (D23 from Chapter 2). This gives a better
measure for the bar radius relative to the size of the galaxy. In all Figures, triangles
and circles are spiral galaxies in low and high density areas respectively, while crosses
and squares are S0 galaxies in low and high density areas respectively. Figure 3.2, left,
shows the normalised bar radius vs. the density. We calculated the averaged normalised
bar sizes in low and high density areas to be ¯rbar/D23 = 0.51 ± 0.15 for high density
galaxies vs. ¯rbar/D23 = 0.41 ± 0.08 for low-density galaxies. The difference between
these averaged normalised bar sizes is not significant (similar results were found by
Erwin 2005). However, the two times larger dispersion in normalised bar size for the
high-density area, also found by Erwin (2005), may be important. This is caused by
the fact that the seven largest normalised bars (3 in S0s and 4 in spirals) all lie in
high density areas (we note that lower values for normalised bar radii are incomplete
due to bar detection sensitivity). A larger dispersion may be due to different galaxy
populations traced in the low and high density areas. Therefore, we plot in the right
panel of Figure 3.2 the host-galaxy’s magnitude vs. normalised bar size. A weak
correlation is visible, but more important: we see that most large normalised bars
reside in fainter galaxies, with reddish colours, which is derived from Figure 3.3, left
panel. This panel shows the normalised bar radius vs the V-I colour of the galaxy.
On the right side of Figure 3.3, we depict the normalised bar radius against the colour
gradient of the galaxy. A weak correlation is visible with larger bars having lower
absolute colour gradients.

In Figure 3.4, we plot the the bar strength vs. η (left) and density (right). The
distribution of the points in the left panel looks somewhat peculiar with the weakest
and strongest bars having low η and intermediate-strength bars having high η. Weaker
bars are somewhat more prevalent in higher density areas (right panel).

3.4 Discussion
.
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3.4.1 Bar frequencies in previous studies

In this Section, we compare our bar statistics with previous, evolutionary, bar studies
to see how our results fit in the big picture. A proper comparison of bar frequencies
among disk-dominated galaxies can only be made if similar observational criteria are
used. These criteria depend on how spiral galaxies were defined, which passband was
used to obtain the observations, which method was used to detect bars, which abso-
lute magnitude limit was used to constrain the galaxy sample, the lookback time and
which constraints on bar properties were applied to define the barred galaxy sample.
Considering all these criteria, we use the studies of Jogee et al. (2004) and Sheth et al.
(2008), since they use also ellipse fitting to detect bars. Jogee used the Sérsic index
< 2.5 to select disk-dominated galaxies. If we combine our S0s and spiral class, our
sample should be comparable to the Jogee et al. sample. (about 5% of the galaxies
in our disk-dominated galaxy class have Sersic > 2.5 but this should not disturb the
comparison much). An important difference is that Jogee et al. are sensitive to bars
with abar larger than 1.2 kpc, compared to our sensitivity of 3.6 kpc . Our 3D sam-
ple has an absolute magnitude limit of MI ≈ -20.8, which equals roughly MV=-19.8,
assuming that our spirals have on average V-I=1.0 (see Chapter 2). This magnitude
limit is slightly brighter than their faint magnitude limit of MV=-19.3. A difference is
that Jogee et al. observe in the redshift range from z=0.25 to z=0.70, corresponding to
rest-frame I to V. We observe in the I band at z=0.11. It is not expected that Jogee
et al. will miss many large bars between V and I, since a study by Marinova & Jogee
(2007) find similar large (abar > 3.6 kpc) bar fractions in passbands B and H.

Cutting the bar size in Figure 2c of Jogee et al. to include only bars with abar > 3.6
kpc, we find that their expected bar fraction value for our bar definition is 0.14± 0.03.
Our bar fraction is slightly higher, i.e. 0.18 ± 0.03, which is within the joint errors.
We note that many of our barred galaxies reside in cluster regions. Figure 3.2 shows
that there is a hint that in clusters tend to be larger in clusters than field galaxies,
resulting in an increased bar fraction. Using only disk-dominated galaxies in our low
density regions (lower right Table 3.1), we find a bar fraction of 0.14±0.05, which is very
similar to Jogee et al.. Since the barred galaxies of Jogee et al. lie at 0.25 < z < 0.7,
while our galaxies lie at z=0.11, this implies no evolution of the bar fraction in the last
few Gyrs. These results contradict Sheth et al. (2008), who find a significant increase
in the bar fraction going from z=0.84 to z=0.2.

We also make a comparison with Sheth et al. (2008), although this will be less
accurate. Since Sheth et al. do not use S0s in their sample, the comparison is best
done using our spiral sample. They use an absolute magnitude limit, which is about
1.3 magnitude brighter in V. Like Jogee et al. they also define a strong bar sample
with ε > 0.4. An important difference with our sample is that they are sensitive to all
bars with abar larger than 2 kpc, while we are only sensitive to bars with abar larger
than 3.6 kpc. They find in their lowest redshift bin, at z=0.2, a strong bar fraction
of 0.27 ± 0.05. To make a proper comparison, we apply the barred galaxy statistics
of Jogee et al. (2004) and Fig. 10b of Marinova & Jogee (2007), who find that about
40% of barred galaxies with bar sizes larger than 2 kpc have bars with abar > 3.6kpc.
Multiplying this percentage with the bar fraction of 0.27 of Sheth et al., we estimate
a bar fraction for Sheth et al. of about 0.11 for galaxies with abar > 3.6 kpc. Our
total spiral bar fraction is higher, namely 0.26± 0.04, but, again, this may be because
we include cluster spirals. Our barred fraction of spirals in low density regions is 0.18
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± 0.06 (see Table 3.1), which is slightly higher, but not inconsistent, with our derived
fraction from Sheth et al.. We conclude that we find no significant evolution in the bar
fraction in low density regions between z=0.20 and z=0.10.

3.4.2 Environmental related bar frequency in spirals vs. bar
formation theories

In Section 3.3 we found that more spirals in high-density cluster areas tend to contain
strong bars. This is in agreement a recent results of Barazza et al. (2009) and with
the findings of Thompson (1981) and Andersen (1996), who found an increasing bar
fraction towards the Coma and Virgo cluster central regions respectively. High-density
areas also have a larger spread in normalised bar sizes, which results in the larger
normalised bars being found preferably in these areas. Larger normalised bars in the
central regions of clusters are also reported by Barazza et al. (2009).

How do these results fit in bar formation and destruction theories? Using the scheme
of Treu et al. (2003, Fig. 10), we will discuss all important physical processes in chrono-
logical order, i.e.: starting with the moment that a gas-rich (barred) galaxy enters a
cluster for the first time. According to this scheme, merging and low velocity tidal in-
teractions are effective in the field and groups. In clusters, this likely occurs most often
in the very outer regions (> several virial radii). Gerin et al. (1990) and Berentzen
et al. (2004) show that these physical processes tend to increase bar growth and for-
mation. However, Berentzen et al. (2003) show that vertical interactions with the disk
will destroys bars.

The next process felt by the galaxy, is harassment, i.e. frequent high velocity galaxy-
galaxy encounters (Moore et al. 1996). Harassment is very effective for lower luminosity
(0.2 L∗) spiral galaxies. These low mass spirals, when entering the cluster, quickly
form bars, which are then destroyed after one cluster orbit (≈ 1 Gyr), with the end
product being a diffuse spheroidal dwarf galaxy. More massive (L∗) galaxies, with
accompanying massive dark matter haloes, are stable to the chaos of cluster formation
and tidal encounters. Their discs will heat up and spiral structure is gradually destroyed,
while bulge growth is encouraged (Moore et al. 1999). Our luminosity limit lies at 0.5
×L∗ (combining M∗I=-21.6 (Dale et al. 1999) with our magnitude limit MI=-20.8 (see
Chapter 2), this translates to M∗I+0.8 ∼ 0.5 ×L∗). This means that our spiral galaxies
survive longer, and that the strong bar fraction will probably have increased.

The final important process felt by a spiral galaxy is ram-pressure stripping (Gunn &
Gott 1972). Although this process is only felt within the densest cluster regions, within
0.5 virial radius of the cluster, it can strip a galaxy almost completely from its HI gas
on a relatively short timescale, ≈ 100-200 Myr (see Verheijen 2004 and Koopmann &
Kenney 2004 for some examples). The majority of galactic cluster orbits within 1 virial
radius are radial (Ghigna et al. 1998), which shows that galaxies in this region are
highly susceptible to ram-pressure stripping. Once the gas is stripped, it will not be
replenished from external sources (starvation; Larson et al. 1980; Bekki et al. 2002). The
absence of gas further prevents already existing bars to be destroyed and will break the
bar-cycle scenario (Bournaud & Combes 2002). We conclude that all physical processes
somehow increase the frequencies of (strong) bars in clusters and support our findings
of a higher strong bar frequency for spirals in dense regions.
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3.4.3 Bars in S0s
Our much lower bar frequency in the spiral-less disky S0 galaxies (see Table 3.1) is also
visible in previous work: for Hubble types T = -3 or -2 (de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991),
we see this effect in Erwin (2005, Fig. 8), Knapen et al. (2000, Fig.1) and Menéndez-
Delmestre et al. (2007, Fig. 5a). Here we try to find possible (physical) explanations
for the lower prevalence of bars in S0s. Gadotti (2008) showed that this may have to
do with the detection technique: barred galaxies with luminous axisymmetric central
components will show artificially weak bars after fitting ellipses. However, this artificial
effect would likely be similarly valid for our early-type spirals with Hubble T-types
between -2 and 0. Testing this with detailed image component decomposition techniques
should be able to answer this problem.

If the lower prevalence of strong bars in S0s is not due to failing detection methods,
it may give some clues about the origin of S0s. Dressler et al. (1997) found a significant
increase in the S0 fraction in clusters since the last few Gyrs. Passive, red, spirals
in clusters (Couch et al. 1998) may be an intermediate stage in the transformation
process. These galaxies may have passed through the centre of the cluster at least
one time (taking about 1Gyr: Ghigna et al. 1998), with ram-pressure stripping and
starvation exhausting them from their gas (see previous Section). The subsequent slow
(several Gyr) process of harassment may transform such large, passive, red spirals into
the featureless disky S0s (Moore et al. 1999). Harassment of larger spiral galaxies will
heat up the disk and remove instabilities in S0s which favour bar formation (Moore et al.
1999). Observations of S0s do indeed show dynamically hotter disks (Vega Beltrán et al.
2001) and also have larger and more centrally concentrated bulges compared to spirals
(Andredakis et al. 1995). Figure 3.4 shows that bars in spirals in high density areas are
slightly weaker than in the field. We conclude that harassment may be a good candidate
to lower the bar fraction in S0s, if these are the remains of spirals.

An additional evolutionary selection effect may also be related to a lower bar fraction
in S0s. Although controversial, Sheth et al. (2008) find a much lower bar frequency
among higher redshift spiral galaxies . If S0s are the remains of these past spirals with
their lower bar fractions, then we would find fewer bars in the S0s currently present in
clusters. If S0s are really old, this would also imply a large stability for bars in cluster
S0s. However the notion of an evolutionary trend in the bar fraction is still a matter of
debate (Jogee et al. 2004).

Finally, we note that if the lower prevalence of bars in S0s is real, it is important to
take this in account when selecting galaxy samples in evolutionary bar studies. In the
past, there were fewer lower mass S0s (Dressler et al. 1997; Holden et al. 2007; van der
Wel et al. 2007). If samples, selected at different z, contain lower mass disk-dominated
galaxies (i.e. S0s + spirals), then measurements of different bar fractions may be related
to different S0 and spiral fractions at these different redshifts.

3.5 Summary
We find that the bar fraction in cluster regions is somewhat larger than in low density
regions. Cluster specific physical processes like ram-pressure stripping and harassment
all conspire to increase the cluster bar fraction. We find a lower bar fraction in S0s
compared to spirals. If S0s are the transformation products of spirals, then the lower bar
fractions in S0s suggest that bars in S0s are slowly destroyed, probably by harassment
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effects. Detailed simulations of behaviour of barred galaxies entering or located in
cluster regions might give more insight into this problem. Also interesting would be
to compare bar fractions in a large sample of field and cluster S0s. If field S0s are
less susceptible to harassment, we might expect a larger bar fraction in field S0s. A
lower prevalence of bars in S0s must be taken into account when selecting comparing
disk-dominated (S0s + spirals) galaxy samples with lower mass systems at different
redshifts, since in the past there were fewer lower mass S0s galaxies.
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